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What are the effects of angarak yoga in
astrology?

What are the effects and solutions of angarak yoga in Indian astrology angarak yoga for marriage
According to Indian Vedic astrology, Angaraka Yoga is a very painful yoga, If
Rahu or Ketu's relationship with Mars is established in any place in a person's
horoscope, that is, if there is a relationship, then Angarka Yoga is created in
such a horoscope. The more inauspicious results of Angarak Yoga in the
horoscope are achieved only when both Mars, Rahu or Ketu who create this
yoga are in the inauspicious place.
Apart from this, if any of Mars and Rahu-Ketu are in the auspicious place in the
horoscope then there will not be much negative impact on the life of the native.
Due to the effect of this dosha, the nature of the person becomes aggressive,
violent and negative and the people who are under the influence of this yoga
also have a bad relationship with their brothers, friends and other relatives, if
Angarka Yoga is worse in the horoscope. If he is, then such a person becomes a
criminal, and he may have to stay in jail or imprisonment for a long time due to
his illegal actions.
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Rahu and Mars together make Angarak yoga, in the Lal Kitab, this yoga is
named mad elephant or spoiled lion, if this yoga is in someone's horoscope,
there are many ups and downs in the lives of such people, it Yoga gives good
fruit less and bad fruit more, in astrology this yoga is considered inauspicious.
Angarak yoga for marriage creates so many hurdles and mistune the
relationship.
Angaraka yoga is formed by the association of Rahu and Mars, because Mars is
the planet of the fire element, and Rahu is the element of air. As soon as both
planets are together, Vayu works to increase the fire, in the horoscope of this
yoga the person is trapped in anger and confusion of not being able to make
decisions, anger, fire, accident, blood related diseases and skin problems are
mainly due to Angarak Yoga.
Due to Angarak Yoga, the nature of the person becomes aggressive, violent and
negative and under the influence of this yoga, the person is estranged from his
brothers, friends and other relatives, lack of money due to having Angarak
yoga, in its effect the native There is a possibility of accident, such a person is
suffering from diseases and his enemies use magic on him, Angarak yoga has
a bad effect on business and marital life too.
If angarak yoga is being formed then first of all, in whatever sense of the
horoscope this yoga is made and the feelings which are in sight of Rahu and
Mars make those feelings suffer and there are conflicts in the aspects governed
by those expressions. .
Affected Native
Angaraka yoga can be identified only by the behaviour of the native. In this
effect, the person has violent anger with extreme anger.
They are unable to take any decision of their own but these people are
justified.
By nature these natives are allies. Under the influence of this yoga, the
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person becomes an appointed or administrative agent on a government
post.
Angarak yoga, as the name itself suggests, is the factor of fire. In this
horoscope, the person is trapped in anger and not able to make decisions.
Angarak yoga mainly causes anger, fire, accident, blood related diseases
and skin problems.
Angarak yoga gives both auspicious and inauspicious results. After this
yoga is formed in the horoscope, the person earns name and money by
their hard work. The effect of this yoga brings many ups and downs in a
person's life.
Effect of Angaraka Yoga in the 12 houses of the horoscope: Having Angarak yoga in the first (1st) house gives dissatisfaction with
stomach, liver disease, forehead injury, unstable mentality, cruelty and
personal feelings.
The presence of angarak yoga in the second (2nd) house creates
fluctuations in money, speech and faults, disputes with family members,
and makes for a positive mood.
Having angarak yoga in the third (3rd) house is successful with bitter
relations with friends and sisters, banter, over-zeal, and breakfast fraud.
Due to the presence of Angarak yoga in the fourth (4th) house, the
mother suffers misery, disturbance, tribulation, house disruptions and land
disputes.
Having angarak yoga in the fifth (5th) house can also benefit from
childlessness, dissatisfied with children, trouble with illegitimate love affairs
and gambling.
Due to having Angarak yoga in the sixth (6th) house is best sense, a
person can become a borrower, a loan-maker, a hostile, a bloody, fiery but
also a "Dr. Surgeon".
Having Angarak yoga in the seventh (7th) house also brings unhappiness
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- disputed marital life, illegitimate relationship, violent life partner, lustful,
widow or widower and deceit in partnership.
Charges-insults, money-loss, pain below the knees, injuries, and road
accident are strong results due to having Angarak yoga in the eighth
(8th) house. But there is also the addition of ancestral property to meet
and plunder.
Obstacles in higher education due to having Angarak yoga in the ninth
(9th) house, fatless, wretched, conservative and indulged in Tantra
mantra, are pitiless-cursed, suffer from children. And face a lot of
problems.
By having Angarak yoga in the tenth (10th) house, those who break the
traditions, irked by the father's wealth, can hurt the feelings of the parents,
but such people can be very hard-working, officers, working people,
sportsmen and highly successful.
By having Angarak yoga in the eleventh (11th) house, abortion, disability
in children, immoral income, individuals are thieves, traitors. But one can
benefit from the property.
Positive Effects of Angakarak Yoga
The native will be inclined towards politics and succeed if the planets are
benefic.
If the native is very hard-working and active, he will succeed and achieve
great heights.
The native will earn a lot in business partnerships.
The native will be wealthy if the Lagna lord and Bhagya Paksha are benefic.
Negative Effects of Angakarak Yoga
When Rahu and Mars goes malefic, the following effects come as a result.
The native will not be at peace if he choose politics.
The native will suffer obstacles in property related matters.
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The native will be very aggressive which will lead to sudden separations
from family.
The native must not be lazy, aggressive and selfish, it is inauspicious.
The native will be violent and short tempered which will arise negativity
and revenge thoughts in him.
Female native will have taunting and aggressive tone which can lead to
unhappy married life.
The native will lose due to misunderstandings in business.
The native will not be able to have an access over ancestral property.
The person will struggle a lot.
The native will have to visit doctors and lawyers regularly.
The native may face stomach related problems.
The native will lose everything if Lagna lord and Bhagya Paksha are not
strong.
The native's mother may die early or may be sick most of the time.
Remedies of Angakarak Yoga (Angarak yog remedies)
The person should eat honey three times a day on a regular basis.
Worship Lord Hanuman and offer sindoor.
The native may be able to reduce the malefic effects by worshipping lord
Ganesha.
Worship Goddess Laxmi, Saraswati and Lord Shiva together. Never worship
Goddess Laxmi alone.
The head of the family should clean the house with broom.
Cook sweet chapatti and give it to street dogs.
One can organize rahu shaanti pooja at home.
Worship Goddess Laxmi with moon in rohini nakshatra.
The native must do meditation and stay away from conflicts.
Organize satsangs and invite gurus at home.
The person should go temples and pray peacefully.
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One can wear silver ball.
Light a diya every evening is a best solution as angarak yoga remedies.
The native should wear a threefold ring made up of copper, silver and gold
on Tuesday.
Respect and serve your mother.
The native must not worship Laxmi poojan on Navmi, Chaturdashi and
chaturthi.
The native may keep sindoor in a mud pot at home.
The native may keep shree yantra or kuber yantra at home.
The native may keep a vessel full of water near his pillow.
12 sign effects of Angakarak Yoga
Angarak Yoga made by Mars and malefic node Rahu may so lesser if this Yoga
is formed in Aries, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn or Pisces. That's why Mars
is stronger than Rahu in Aries, Leo, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn or Pisces
signs. Therefore Like this unfavourable Rahu may not cause much harm to the
consequences of Mars. On the other part, the founding of Angarak Yoga in
Taurus, Cancer, Libra or Aquarius may prove distress for the individual. Rahu
may do more harm to the power of Mars in Taurus, Cancer, Libra or Aquarius
signs.
Having Angarak yoga in a double sense can lead to criminal tendency,
coercion and arrogance. But there are benefits from import-export, foreign
trade and bribery. best astrologer in dwarka delhi, astrologer in delhi ncr, top astrologer in
Gurgaon, famous astrologer in Gurgaon, top astrologers in delhi, best career astrologer in delhi,

For more information related to astrology, contact Best Astrologer in
Dwarka, Gurgoan and Delhi NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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